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Nelson’s Obelisk: Alexander Davison, Lord Nelson
and the Northumberland Landscape
Leslie W. Hepple

SUMMARY
The Nelson obelisk, at Swarland, Northumberland, was erected by Alexander Davison in 1807
‘to the memory of private friendship’. This paper
investigates the life and career of Alexander
Davison (1750–1829), a Northumbrian who
became a rich contractor and government supplier, as well as a close associate and friend of
Lord Nelson. It traces the background to the
obelisk and then examines the detailed evidence
for the remarkable ‘Battle-Park’, representing
the British ﬂeet at the Battle of the Nile, which
Davison also laid out at Swarland Park. Davison’s landscape legacy both around his Swarland
estate and adjacent to the Cheviots at Kirknewton is described.
elson’s Column in Trafalgar Square,
London, is known across the world.
Nelson’s Obelisk in Northumberland is
today known only by a diminishing number.
Situated a mile north of Felton (at NU 174
029), by the side of the old Great North Road,
it stands somewhat neglected, its existence
unknown to those speeding on the dual carriageway between Newcastle and Edinburgh.
In earlier years, before the trees grew and the
road diverted, the obelisk must have been a
noteworthy feature to the nineteenth-century
coach traveller to Edinburgh, as the horses
reached to top the long incline out of Felton.
Today one has to turn off towards Swarland to
encounter the obelisk and, despite its recent
cleaning and the clearance of vegetation, it is
still easy to drive past without noticing it.

N

The monument (ﬁg. 1) bears the following
inscription on its east face, to be read from the
roadside:
“ENGLAND EXP ECTS EVERY MAN TO DO H IS DUTY.”
VICTORY. 21ST OCTOBER 1805
NOT TO COMMEMORATE THE PUBLIC VIRTUES
AND HEROIC ACHIEVEMENTS OF
NELSON.
WHICH IS THE DUTY OF ENGLAND
BUT TO THE MEMORY OF PRIVATE FRIENDSHIP
THIS ERECTION IS DEDICATED BY
ALEXANDER DAVISON.
SWARLAND HALL

The inscription has been dismissed as obsequious and boasting, but the background is both
more complicated and more interesting than
that. Alexander Davison was a Northumbrian
who made a fortune in Canada and London,
and who was genuinely a close friend but also
business associate of Nelson, whom he got to
know long before Nelson was the toast of the
nation. Davison bought Swarland House (later
known as Swarland Park) as his Northumberland home, and not only raised the obelisk, but
also laid out the woods and parkland as a
celebration of his association with Horatio
Nelson.
The bicentenary of Trafalgar and Nelson’s
death is an appropriate moment to examine
Davison’s links with Nelson, and to investigate the story behind both the obelisk and the
even more interesting Nelson connection in
the actual Park to the west of the monument.
It is also an opportune moment because of
recent work which allows a much fuller picture
of Alexander Davison’s life to emerge.
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Fig. 1

The Nelson obelisk beside the old Great North Road.

H. T. Dickinson and James Saunders have both
examined aspects his life,1 whilst Vera Vaggs
has patiently uncovered many of the Swarland
Park details.2 But it was when Davison’s
descendants in Germany offered items to
Sotheby’s that much new evidence emerged.
Nelson-related jewellery, porcelain, swords and
letters were catalogued in the major sale
‘Nelson: The Alexander Davison Collection’ in
October 2002, and the expert who uncovered
the hoard, Martyn Downer, then produced a
full biography of Davison and the story of the

Nelson items.3 These items, kept in the Davison
family since 1805, included the bloodstained
purse Nelson had on him when he died, and a
diamond brooch in the form of an anchor with
the initials H and N. The present discussion
sets out to draw on this work, examining Davison in his Northumberland context. The paper
ﬁrst traces Davison’s life and career, examining
his association and friendship with Nelson that
led to the Swarland obelisk, and then investigates the evidence and detail of the ‘BattlePark’ he designed at Swarland, concluding
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Fig. 2 Alexander Davison, a mezzotint portrait by Lemuel Abbott and
engraved by William Barnard, published 1804.

with a discussion of his legacy in the Northumberland landscape today, both at Swarland
and Kirknewton.
EARLY LIFE AND CAREER
Alexander Davison was born on 2nd April
1750 at Lanton, to the west of Wooler in
Kirknewton parish.4 Lanton lies on the north
side of the river Glen and the Davison family
had been tenant farmers since early in the

century. The farm was prospering and Alexander’s father, also Alexander, was able to
purchase the estate in 1762. Alexander was one
of four brothers and two sisters, and his elder
brother John was heir to the estate. Alexander
thus had to make his own career, and just after
his seventeenth birthday in 1767 he journeyed
south to seek employment in London.5 That
ﬁrst year was not a good time: it took him until
October to ﬁnd a job, in the counting house of
a stockbroker, but it did not work out, and he
had to change both employer and lodgings.
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The following summer, however, he secured a
post with Hunter and Baileys, a leading company with contacts in the North American fur
and ﬁshing trades. This was the start of his
upward progress, for Robert Hunter recognised
Davison’s abilities and ambitions. In 1772 he
encouraged Davison to join a Scot, John Lees,
in a trading partnership in Quebec, and Alexander sailed for Canada in April 1773. The
conquest of French Canada in 1760 had
opened up many trading opportunities in the
region and Davison rapidly established contacts and built the business. In the summer of
1775 he returned to London, spending time
making new trading contacts, and on his return
to Quebec in 1777 his younger brother George
went too. Business in Canada could not be
divorced from politics and the army: the merchant needed trading concessions, the government needed supplies for its army, and the
arrival of a new governor of Quebec, General
Haldimand, in 1778 provided further opportunities for the Davisons, who soon attached
themselves to the General. George got himself
onto the Legislative Council, and Alexander
was making money supplying the army (much
increased by the war with the American colonies).
It was during this period, in 1782, that
Davison ﬁrst met the young Horatio Nelson.
Nelson, then 23, was captain of the Albemarle,
one of two escorts for the London-Quebec
convoy (in which Davison had two ships). They
may have got to know each other through the
other escort captain, Thomas Pringle, a
Northumbrian.6 During his time in Quebec
Nelson became attracted to a local beauty,
Mary Simpson. When he was due to depart, he
apparently planned to risk his career, leave the
ship and propose to Mary, but Davison met
him and argued him out of it. The record of
this event depends upon Davison’s later
recollection (when he would have been ready to
make the most of his Nelson connection), but
Nelson’s biographers have not questioned the
basic truth of his account.7
Both Alexander and George were back in
London by late 1782, lodging at Lincoln’s Inn.8
Alexander again saw Nelson the following

summer, after Nelson had been presented to
the King at St James’s Palace; an excited
Nelson came to the Lincoln’s Inn lodging for
wine and to tell Davison about the Palace. In
London, Davison extended his business network, and also used an introduction from
Haldimand to Evan Nepean, the undersecretary of state for home affairs. It was to
prove very proﬁtable for Davison, and the two
became close associates. Davison got contracts
to supply buildings materials to the loyalist
refugees entering Canada and to supply presents to the Indians in Canada (these cost some
£60,000 in 1782). Over the next four years, his
connections also got him and his brother the
control of the ‘King’s posts’, leases for the
monopoly of ﬁve important trading and ﬁsheries posts, as well as the crown lease on the St
Maurice iron forge at Three Rivers, which
employed some 300 people and was the biggest
industrial business in Canada. George also had
a model farm at Rivière du Loup, and the two
employed a number of Scots and Northumbrians to help run their businesses.
In November 1786 Alexander left Quebec
for the last time, leaving George and associates
to look after the Canadian end of their business interests. He was now a successful merchant, with good connections, and his future
lay in London. In 1788 he married Harriett
Gosling, the daughter of a Fleet Street banker
living in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, bought a house
in Bloomsbury at 4 Harpur Street and a villa
outside London near his in-laws at Langley.
His business continued to combine pure trading ventures with government contracts, and
this expanded enormously over the following
decade. His North American activities led to
him becoming sole agent of supply to the army
there in 1793 and he became involved in the
new settlement in Australia after 1788, with
some £80,000 worth of business coming to him
over 5 years.9 After war with France broke out
in 1793, he became a major supplier to the
Duke of York’s army in Flanders and to other
forces being built up. He became ‘Commissarygeneral’ to the forces, as well as pursuing other
supplying, such as a lucrative contract for
clothing for the marines. The scale of the
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military build-up against France was generating supply problems, and whilst this led
to major opportunities for Davison, it also
held the seeds of future problems for him. In
1795 General De Lancey, the barrackmastergeneral, was ﬁnding the use of contractors to
supply to the rapid barrack-building programme proving burdensome, and invited
Davison to become sole agent of supply to
British barracks, including all items such as
furniture, blankets, coals and candles. Davison
would be responsible for sourcing, delivery and
administration, receiving a 21⁄2 per cent commission. Part of the deal was that Davison
could draw cash advances from the Treasury,
so that he could act quickly and stockpile
necessary supplies. These agreements with De
Lancey were eventually to return to haunt
Davison, but they seemed advantageous at the
time. To supply his various contracts, Davison
had a huge warehouse in Bedford Street near
Covent Garden, and next to it his clothing
factory supplying the marines, army and
Australian convicts. Together they employed
well over 1,000 men. In addition, he established
a coal depot at Millbank to supply all the army
around London.
The sums of money Davison was dealing
with were staggering. The House of Commons
Journal recorded some of the government payments, from the modest ‘To Alexander Davison, for reimbursement for purchase of 55
casks of hemp seed consigned to Lord Dorchester for use of HM subjects in Canada,
£766’ and ‘To A. Davison for victualling troops
in Canada and Nova Scotia, about £24,000’ to
the substantial ‘To Alexander Davison, commissary to forces under the command of the
Earl of Moira, £143,678 6s 2d, and ‘A.
Davison, another £50,000’.10 By the mid-1790s
he was not only a successful merchant, but a
rich one (ﬁg. 2). In this rise to fortune Davison
had had to make his own start, build his own
networks, and links to border Scots and fellow
Northumbrians were signiﬁcant.11 At some
point, Davison acquired the patronage of
Hugh Percy (1742–1817), eight years older
than Alexander. Both were in Boston in 1773,
where Hugh Percy was a Colonel, and they
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may have met then. Hugh became 2nd Duke of
Northumberland in 1776. When Davison was
in England in 1784 he became an ofﬁcer in the
Northumberland Militia, and by 1786 Haldimand was referring to the patronage ‘exertions
of the Northumberland family’ on Davison’s
behalf. When Harriett Davison gave birth to
twins in December 1788, the elder was named
Hugh Percy after the Duke, and (by proxy) the
Duke became a godparent. These links were to
continue, and Davison’s Northumbrian background was soon to become very visible.
SWARLAND AND ST JAMES’S SQUARE
By 1795 Alexander Davison was a rich man
with a wealth of political and society connections. He was married with a young family, and
he now chose to spend some of his wealth on a
ﬁne estate and social display. In 1795 he purchased a country estate back in his native
Northumberland and in 1798 a house in the
ﬁnest part of London, St James’s Square.
In May 1795 Davison bought Swarland
House, to the west of the Great North Road a
mile or two north of Felton (ﬁg. 3). He
purchased the property from the widow and
trustees of Davidson Grieve for £27,250.12 The
Grieves were an Alnwick family, attorneys
inﬂuential in the town, and Richard, Davidson’s father, had acquired Swarland in 1735.
The residence was the seventeenth-century
Swarland Hall, and the settlement of Swarland
– now Old Swarland – was tucked in the valley.
The wide expanse to the north was the unenclosed and windswept Felton Common, which
served many of the townships of Felton parish.
Settlement here was late, as evidenced by the
medieval naming of Newton-on-the-Moor to
the north, and other houses, like Newmoor
Hall, nestled in the small valleys. However, new
possibilities opened up after the enclosure of
Felton common in 1754, and Richard Grieve
acquired a substantial block on the rising land
to the north of (Old) Swarland.13 On part of
this land his son Davidson built a much
grander house in the Palladian style in 1765
and this offered wide views eastwards towards
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Fig. 3 Swarland Hall, c. 1820. The Copenhagen cannons given to Alexander Davison by Nelson are on the
plinths beside the steps.

the sea, and also could be seen by those travelling on the Great North Road.14 The acquisition of the Overgrass estate and its lands,
adjacent on the north west, in 1771 gave scope
for expansion of the park around the house.15
Once Davison acquired Swarland, he set about
improving the estate and gradually buying
more land around for another £30,000. He was
soon making use of his Northumberland
acquisition for his wider plans, offering his
political friend William Huskisson a rent
charge of £300 for lands in Felton parish (in
which Swarland stood) so that Huskisson
could be eligible to be MP for Morpeth.16
Three years after purchasing Swarland,
Davison also bought one of the grand houses
in St James’s Square, the very centre of
fashionable London. The house (now number
11) is on the north side of the square, three
doors along from what is now the London
Library.17 This was very different from Lincoln’s Inn and Harpur Street. Here his neighbours included dukes, earls, baronets and MPs,
and it was a house where he could offer
entertainment to society. In London he deco-

rated his St James’s Square home with elegant
furnishings, porcelain and plate – much of it to
be detailed in a later sale catalogue – and
commissioned a whole collection of paintings
on themes of English history and major
heroes. Amongst these was the famous and
much-reproduced portrait of Nelson by
Lemuel Francis Abbott in 1797.18 At St James’s
Square, in the centre of London social life,
Alexander entertained generously; perhaps the
pinnacle was a dinner in April 1800, attended
by the Prince of Wales, his brother the Duke of
Cumberland, the prime minister’s brother,
Lord Chatham, together with Lord Beverley
(the Duke of Northumberland’s brother), Lord
Moira, Evan Nepean, William Huskisson and
other friends.
NELSON AND THE NILE
It was at this high point in Davison’s fortunes
that he came together again with Nelson.
There is no evidence of the two men meeting or
corresponding between 1783, when Nelson
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visited Lincoln’s Inn, and 1797. Davison had,
however, had several dealings with other
members of Nelson’s family. He had assisted
Nelson’s brother-in-law, George Matcham, to
acquire land in Australia, but, more important,
he knew Nelson’s eldest brother Maurice well.
Maurice worked in the Navy Ofﬁce but was
persuaded by Davison to leave and work for his
commissariat, later returning to the Ofﬁce.
Horatio’s career was now advancing with the
war with France, and his victory at Cape
St Vincent established his name. It was at this
point that Davison wrote to Nelson to try and
get the business of prize-agent, the potentially
proﬁtable business of arranging the sale of
enemy ships taken as prizes. Nelson’s reply,
regretfully in the negative, is the ﬁrst letter to
survive (1797), and it begins ‘My dear friend’.
Nelson was unable to oblige Davison on this
occasion, but Davison had timed things well,
for a much greater prize was soon to drop into
his lap.
It may be that earlier letters between
Davison and Nelson have been lost, though
Davison’s son provided 89 letters for Nicolas’s
published collection in 1846 and none predate
1797.19 The likelihood is that the two had not
been in direct contact since 1783, a gap of 14
years. This gap has led Saunders to question
the usual description of their friendship as
‘lifelong’; at one level this is undoubtedly right,
though many of us know good friendships that
can be picked up almost instantaneously even
after many years, and this was probably the
case here. Certainly Nelson’s letters from 1797
onwards pick up an existing friendship, beginning ‘My dear friend’ or ‘Dear Davison’,
mentioning ‘Our friend Pringle’ [from Canada
days] or ‘Pringle, where is he?’, and asking
‘Remember me kindly to Mrs. Davison’ and
‘Present my best respects to Mrs. Davison and
your children’, usually signing off as ‘your
obliged and affectionate friend’.20
The great prize for Davison came with
Nelson’s victory at what became called the
Battle of the Nile on 1 August 1798. Napoleon
had landed a force in Egypt, and his expansion
threatened England’s control of the Mediterranean and possibly English interests in India.
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Nelson had caught the French ﬂeet at anchor
off the Nile, and destroyed the French in a
dramatic naval battle, winning many prizeships. Napoleon had lost his sea-control and
his force in Egypt was cut off. This was the ﬁrst
major set-back for Napoleon’s ambitions, and
it is hard to overestimate the impact of the
Battle of the Nile and the way it thrust Nelson
forward as a national hero. By the time he
arrived back in England in 1800, with Emma
Hamilton in tow, he was a major popular
ﬁgure and lionised by society.
This time the prize-agency did come to
Davison. Nelson wrote on 8 October 1798 ‘My
dear Davison, I hope it was by Captain Capel I
wrote you in the very handsome way all the
Fleet had named you for sole Agent’. Prizeagency was a specialist business and there was
considerable jealousy of Davison – Nelson’s
brother Maurice had wanted it, but Nelson
feared accusations of nepotism – and Davison
had no experience. But he was used to new
business ventures and this one held no fears for
him. However, the potential business proﬁts of
the prize-agency were only one element in his
thinking. It gave him opportunity to participate in the national celebration of Nelson’s
victory, associate himself with Nelson, and
place himself in the frame too. With his Nile
medal he managed to do this quite literally.
Davison spent £2,000 – a large sum of money
in 1799 – on a celebration medal. This was
designed and engraved by the leading medallist
Conrad Kuchler and struck at Matthew
Bolton’s steam coin press in Soho. The design
has Britannia on the obverse, holding a shield
bearing the proﬁle of Nelson with the words
‘Europe’s Hope and Britain’s Glory’ around
the portrait, and the reverse a portrait of the
naval battle at the Nile. And every medal also
carried Davison’s name, for around the edge
was the inscription ‘From Alex[ande]r Davison
Esq[ui]r[e], St. James’s Square. A Tribute of
Regard’. Davison presented a copy of the
medal to every ofﬁcer and seaman in Nelson’s
ﬂeet, with the medal in gold to Nelson and his
captains; silver to lieutenants and warrant
ofﬁcers; bronze gilt to petty ofﬁcers; and
bronze to seamen and mariners.
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The medal was not the only way Davison
was involved in marking the Nile. He was
Treasurer of the Duke of Clarence’s committee
to erect a ‘grand naval obelisk’ or pillar to
naval victory, and set about collecting the
£15,000 needed. This particular pillar never
got built and even by 1809 Davison was still
holding funds of £4,000 for it.21 But Davison’s
most large-scale celebration of the Nile victory
was the ‘Battle-Park’ he created at his Northumberland home, redesigning Swarland Park
to model Aboukir Bay and planting clumps of
trees to represent the British ﬂeet. This project,
the evidence for it and surviving elements, are
discussed in detail later.
The renewed friendship with Nelson went
much further than simply handling the prizeagency for the Nile ships. In an amazingly
short time, Davison was acting as Nelson’s
principal non-naval correspondent, ﬁnancial
adviser and man of affairs. Nelson’s prolonged
stay in Naples, and growing news of his affair
with Emma Hamilton, led to Davison’s
expanded role. Nelson needed someone to
handle his affairs in England; equally his wife
Fanny, growing distressed by his absence and
the rumours, turned to Davison and his wife
Harriett as friends and advisers, and from
December 1798 she was a frequent visitor at St
James’s Square. When Harriett had a son in
June 1799, Fanny volunteered Horatio as godparent (Maurice standing as proxy), and the
boy was christened Alexander Horatio Nelson
Davison. Davison was looking after Fanny’s
ﬁnances, acting for Nelson in ﬁnding a London
house for them, and working for Nelson in
other ways, such as securing an award of
£10,000 from the East India Company. By the
summer of 1799 Fanny was at St James’s
Square most days, where she received many
naval ofﬁcers keen to pay their respects. The
2002 Davison auction sale revealed a host of
letters written by Fanny to Davison, and they
portray a more sympathetic and loving ﬁgure
than most historians have seen.22
In part, it was just accident that Davison was
there when Nelson, a public ﬁgure and
national hero after the Nile victory, needed
someone like him to manage affairs in

England. Nelson’s long delay in returning to
England, as he lingered in Naples with Emma
Hamilton, and growing distance from Fanny,
also meant he needed an intermediary and
someone to help his wife. Alexander Davison
could (and did) take on all these roles with
success. However, when Nelson ﬁnally returned
in November 1800, he came with Emma
Hamilton, and Davison now found himself in
a difﬁcult role with which he would remain
stuck: Nelson’s friend and agent, but also
acting for both Fanny Nelson and Emma
Hamilton. It was a role that caused him much
anguish and trouble in the years ahead. Finding a house for Fanny was succeeded, after
Nelson returned with Emma, in helping to
ﬁnance the couple’s expenditure, for Nelson’s
income was never sufﬁcient for the way he felt
they had to live. Davison found Merton place
for the couple, and lent Nelson a third of the
money needed to buy it.
Davison’s connection with England’s great
hero also made him a fashionable, public
ﬁgure. On 30 November 1800 he hosted his
own dinner in St. James’s Square for ‘the hero
of the Nile’, with a similar glittering guest-list,
including the Prince of Wales, to his April
dinner. The Nile prizes made Davison good
money – his ﬁve per cent commission made
him perhaps £7,000, not a huge sum by his
standards, but Nelson himself only made
£2,300. Davison’s real income continued to
come from his other, less glamorous, business
and government supply interests, and the war
with France offered great opportunities for the
naval and military supplier. Davison took
those chances. His wealth continued to grow,
and in December 1803 he valued it at £307,940,
not including an amazing £273,776 that he had
out in personal loans. His position and wealth
were recognised that same year with an
invitation to become a partner in a bank. Part
of the agreement was for his name to come ﬁrst
– Davison, Noel, Templer, Middleton, Johnson
and Wedgewood - and the bank also moved
premises to Pall Mall, both prestigious and just
around the corner from Davison’s house. On 28
November 1803 Alexander wrote enthusiastically: ‘p.s. my banking business is going on most
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swingingly. The Duke of Queensbury [sic] is
not only a friend but now a customer’.23
At the very time Davison was rising high
with his links with Nelson and his dinners for
the Prince of Wales, trouble for him was in the
wings. The ﬁrst storm arose from a stupid political move. As a government contractor,
Davison could not become an MP, but he
coveted the inﬂuence which having his own
‘nominees’ would provide, and he tried to
acquire the two seats of the borough of
Ilchester in Somerset in 1802.24 He hired Tom
Oldﬁeld, the notorious borough-monger, to try
to buy the 100-odd votes of the electors (at £30
a head). This soon got more complicated
because voting against the local landlord’s interest would lead to evictions, so Davison also
agreed to buy land to build 40 new houses,
which became known as ‘Davison’s folly’. At
this point, he made his really foolish move: he
told Oldﬁeld he was withdrawing, but in fact
continued to work his bribes. Oldﬁeld now
began to work for another player, Sir William
Manners, arranging for him to buy the
borough, and he was understandably furious
when he found Davison was still at work
against him. Davison’s candidates were victorious at the rigged poll, but Manners petitioned
the House of Commons, and was able to make
use of Oldﬁeld’s inside knowledge of what
Davison had been doing. The inquiry led to
Davison missing out on a possible knighthood:
Nelson was due to be installed as Knight of the
Bath in 1803, and named Davison as his proxy,
a position normally leading to a knighthood
for the substitute, but King George vetoed
him. The following year Davison was tried,
convicted and imprisoned for a year in the
Marshalsea prison. The Annual Register for
that year records: ‘Alexander Davidson [sic],
esq. the opulent banker and contractor; John
White Parsons and Thomas Hopping, gents,
have been sentenced, by the Court of the
King’s Bench, for gross bribery and corruption
at the late Ilchester elections, to twelve months
conﬁnement in the Marshalsea prison’.25
Davison was conﬁned, but it was in quite
reasonable surrounding in the King’s Bench
division, where he had his books, some of his
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furniture and pictures, entertained his inﬂuential friends (including Sir Evan Nepean, Earl
Moira, William Huskisson and Emma Hamilton), and continued to run his business ventures. This was a storm that Davison rode out
– such offences were not uncommon in the preReformed Commons elections. But the years
1805 to 1807 were to deliver him three hammer
blows: the death of Nelson, the death of his
youngest son, and the Commission of Enquiry.
HARD TIMES
The news of Nelson’s death at Trafalgar was
brought to Davison personally by William
Chevailler, Davison’s man whom he had placed
as Nelson’s steward on the Victory. Chevailler
had been present at Nelson’s death, and is
portrayed in Benjamin West’s famous painting
of The Death of Lord Nelson. Davison now
found himself playing a prominent role in the
state funeral of Nelson at St Paul’s Cathedral.
In the elaborate procession honouring England’s fallen hero, he had a prominent place as
one of three ofﬁcers of Nelson’s household, in
imitation of royal and aristocratic style: with
Hazelwood as comptroller, Marsh as steward
and Davison as treasurer. Their coach travelled
in the procession between the barons and
baronets, and they carried their staves of ofﬁce;
at the service they were amongst the select
close to the cofﬁn, and broke their staves onto
the cofﬁn.26
Nelson’s death at Trafalgar was a real
personal loss to Alexander, for they had been
close and genuine friends. Davison was also to
face his own family bereavement, for his
youngest son, christened Alexander Horatio
Nelson after Alexander’s friend, became ill
soon after his seventh birthday and died in
November 1806 when the family were at
Broadstairs in Kent.27 Davison had hoped that
young Horatio, as he was known, would follow
his godfather into a naval career as he grew
older. Now neither Horatio was alive. The
following year Davison erected his memorial
obelisk by the side of the Great North Road. It
was, of course, to be only one of a whole host
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of commemorations of ‘England’s greatest
hero’, to culminate in Nelson’s Column in Trafalgar Square itself, which became centre and
symbol of the British Empire.28 The obelisk
does, of course, prominently display Nelson’s
Trafalgar signal and the date of the battle, but,
unlike almost all the other memorials, this one
is dedicated ‘to the memory of private
friendship’. If anyone was entitled to make
such a dedication it was surely Alexander
Davison, who could claim to be Nelson’s
closest friend.
Nelson’s death did not end Davison’s
association with Nelson’s family. By 1805
Fanny Nelson had become rather alienated,
largely through the activities in which Davison
had been involved with Nelson and Emma.
After Nelson’s death, however, Davison had to
assist Emma in her ﬁnancial plight, and for
several years he was lending and giving her
money.
But the loss of his friend coincided with new
storm clouds, more serious than the Ilchester
election scandal. Those clouds arose in the
form of a Commission of Enquiry. Treasury
investigations and queries into Davison’s
supply and agency accounts had been simmering since 1802, but nothing dramatic had
reached the public stage. However, during the
last years of Pitt’s prime ministership, the
Commons set up a series of Committees of
Enquiry into Military Expenditure (1806),
and, amongst a wide range of issues, found
that General de Lancey’s accounts had been in
disarray and several years in arrears. This led
on to a focus on Davison’s arrangements as a
contractor. The Third Report (1807) found
major anomalies in the ways in which de
Lancey and Davison had handled money, and
criticised Davison’s mixed role as purchaser
and supplier.29 On the ﬁrst aspect, de Lancey
had been in the habit of drawing immense
sums of public money before they were needed,
a practice Davison had repeated when he
became Treasurer of the Ordnance in 1804: ‘in
drawing immense sums of money, long before
they were expended by him for the public
service: he had always in hand a million or
more of the public money; of the interest of

which he thus deprived the public’.30 This was
an irregularity – and a very lucrative one for
Davison – but the Committee’s second charge
was more serious for him.
Davison’s original arrangement had been as
a purchaser, getting a 21⁄2 percent commission.
But the Committee found he had acted as a
supplier as well, claiming the commission on
top of his own sale price, and hiding the
transaction through false invoices. Alexander
Davison responded with a vigorous defence,
producing his own printed reply to the Committee’s report.31 He argued that the arrangement to supply directly was agreed with de
Lancey (and de Lancey accepted this) in order
to ensure proper supplies at a difﬁcult period
and to protect the government against supply
conspiracies or ‘market combinations’. This
latter agreement applied to coal supplies, but
the Committee found that Davison had
obtained purchaser’s commission as well
(which was outside the agreement) and also
made excess proﬁts on the coal, buying cheap
and selling dear.
The Annual Register, reporting on the
Enquiry, was forthright in its condemnation of
Davison:
The wealth that this man accumulated at the
expense of the public, must have been immense;
nor was he at any pains to shade it from the
public eye, but, on the contrary, seemed
desirous to display it to the utmost splendour
and magniﬁcence. In short, he seemed destined
to rouse the attention of government to the
conduct of their servants, and the agents of its
servants.32

The case was sent for trial at the King’s Bench
in the following year. The Attorney-General
focused on alleged fraud in the period 1798 to
1802, claiming false commission of some
£1,500. One aspect of the defence case was that
‘such a sum could not be an inducement to a
man in such an extensive business, and high
line in society, to forfeit all that could be dear
to him’.33 The core of the defence was that,
where ﬁctitious bills using the names of his two
clerks Watson and Allen had been used, this
‘was done merely for the safety of formality, as
it would have been irregular for the same
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person to appear both as buyer and seller in
the same document. The commission had been
charged inadvertently, and when the defendant
discovered the error, he had endeavoured to get
back the accounts from the ofﬁce, to correct
them, but it was too late, the accounts having
been passed’.34 Davison was supported by a
very distinguished array of character witnesses
from parliamentary, commercial and military
circles, but a special jury found him guilty. He
had to pay back nearly £9,000 of commission
and was ordered to be imprisoned in Newgate
for 21 months. He continued to argue against
the judgement, publishing a pamphlet about
the trial.35 The time in Newgate was a tougher
regime than the King’s Bench had been in
1804, and Davison was now 61.
LATER LIFE
Alexander was not ruined by this experience,
but he was severely damaged, both in reputation and ﬁnances. He could never restore his
role as government contractor, and he spent
the next 15 years locked in dispute with the
Treasury over the sums he owed. But the
source of his most acute ﬁnancial embarrassment was not this dispute, but the ﬁnal crisis at
his bank. Davison, Noel, Templer, Middleton,
Johnson and Wedgewood had not been in good
health for many years and in 1816 it collapsed.
This would have resulted in public bankruptcy
for the partners if Coutts had not taken it over
because the partners still owed large sums.
Other partners, such as Hastings Middleton,
blamed Davison’s damaged reputation for the
declining fortunes. Alexander was 66 by this
date, the war with France was over and he was
too old to rebuild his ﬁnances. He had to raise
money, and in 1817 he sold his grand house in
St. James’s Square and auctioned the contents.
The house was purchased by his friend the
Duke of Northumberland, and an extensive
catalogue of 106 pages was printed for the
contents auction.36 One of the items sold was a
small pyramid or obelisk made out of the 84
guineas found in Nelson’s writing-desk after
Trafalgar and purchased by Alexander.37 He
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kept his picture collection of historic scenes,
and presumably moved this to Swarland, but
this also was sold in 1823.38 There is an interesting instruction, written by Davison himself
to a George Shotton in 1816, ‘Instructions to
George Shotton with two horses from Swarland House to London’.39 Shotton was to bring
two valuable horses from Swarland to St
James’s Square; they may have been two more
items he needed to sell to raise money. In the
instructions Davison set out his requirements
in great detail: the journey was to take fourteen
days, the horses were to be walked, and every
stopover and refreshment was laid out. There
was more care speciﬁed for this transport than
for many a family journey.
After 1817, Davison simply rented lodgings
for his visits to London, ﬁrst in the Strand and
later in Pounell’s Terrace, Lambeth. It was
quite a come down from the grandeur of his
parties of 1800 at St James’s Square with
Nelson and the Prince of Wales present. But he
managed to keep his Northumberland estate at
Swarland, with its Nelson memorabilia, and
look out across his parkland, laid out to represent the Battle of the Nile, and on towards his
Nelson obelisk beside the Great North Road.
In November 1826, his wife Harriett died.
Their young son, Alexander Horatio, had been
buried in the traditional family vault within the
church at Kirknewton in 1806, and Alexander
had had a new and impressive family vault
built in the churchyard. Now Harriett’s funeral
cortege took the slow journey north from
Swarland to Kirknewton. A little note of the
funeral goods is in the shop-accounts of
Richardsons of Bridgend, Felton:
391⁄4 yds. Of Rich Black Silk for gents scarves
and 6 yards of the same for draping staves; 981⁄2
yds. Of Best black 16-in. crape; 221⁄2 yds. Of
common black crape; 22 pairs of gents black
kid gloves; 23 pairs of mens black fawn gloves
and 9 pairs of black beaver gloves; 21⁄2 yds.
Black satin ribbon 10d.; 33⁄4 yds. At 9d.; 231⁄2
yds. At 8d.; 243⁄8 yds. At 3d.; 10 papers black
pins; 2 quires paper; best pall; cloaks.

Alexander survived his wife by three more years,
and he was staying in Brighton, popularised by
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his old acquaintance the Prince Regent, when
he died in December 1829. The Times of 12
December carried the brief record ‘In
Regency-square, Brighton, on the 10th inst.,
after a short illness, Alexander Davison, Esq.,
of Swarland-park, Northumberland.’ He was
79. His body was brought to Kirknewton for
burial in the churchyard vault, and in Felton
church Alexander’s son William, who inherited
both Swarland and Lanton, placed an elaborate memorial tablet to his parents.40
Davison’s reputation and the claim on the
obelisk to Nelson’s friendship, provoked strong
reactions. There is a piece of verse, said to have
been left in the coaching inn The Northumberland Arms in Felton. It is hard to date, and
may be from the later 1820s (but could be substantially earlier):
Can honour grace a mean and sordid mind,
Though slightly veiled in courtly ostentation,
Can patriot worth a kindred spirit ﬁnd
In the vile swindler of a freeborn nation?
Shall Nelson’s name thy character defend,
Thou public base calumniator,
The libel’s gross to call the Hero, friend!
By the convicted public peculator.

The verse was copied by Samuel Donkin,
farmer of Bywell near Felton, into his copy of
Parson and White’s History, Directory and
Gazetteer of Durham and Northumberland
(published in 1828), with the note that ‘The
following lines written by Mr. James Losh,
recorder of Newcastle, and left in pencil at the
Northumberland Arms, Felton (Hines), are
known only to a few.’41 Whatever his ﬁnancial
irregularities, it was wrong to try to deny
Davison’s claim of Nelson’s friendship. The
verse is, at any rate, intriguing from its rhyming
of ‘calumniator’ and ‘peculator’, a choice that
has probably not been greatly required in
English verse! Donkin should be a reliable
source, having been tenant of Bywell from
1826, and later becoming a ﬂamboyant agricultural auctioneer (‘the George Robins of the
North’) and handling the Swarland auction of
1873,42 but other attributions of the verse have
been suggested.43

THE SWARLAND BATTLE-PARK
Having traced Alexander Davison’s life and his
friendship with Lord Nelson, it is now appropriate to examine the evidence about his
Swarland ‘Battle-Park’, the tradition that
Alexander laid out the park to represent either
the Battle of the Nile or Trafalgar. The Trafalgar suggestion is a common one, as will be seen
in the quotations below, but it is a completely
false one, and the layout bears no resemblance
to that action. There is evidence that the planting was well-developed before 1807, and that it
is modelled on the action at the Nile.44 The ﬁrst
question is where the tradition arose from, for
there is no letter or document from Davison
himself, or from his lifetime, that claims a
design representing either the Nile or Trafalgar. Indeed, the earliest mention of the design
seems to be some 50 years after Davison’s
death, and subsequent claims, mainly in newspaper articles and letters, draw on recollections
and oral family history. The record is thus
formed by later tradition and testimony, with
all the contradictions and errors common to
such recollections, and one has to sift for a
kernel of truth. The ﬁrst report so far discovered is in an article on Swarland Hall in the
Monthly Chronicle for 1888, which notes:
The extensive park was tastefully diversiﬁed by
him [AD] with clumps of trees and other
ornaments . . . and he so arranged the trees in
the immediate neighbourhood as to show the
order in which the ships were placed at the
battle of Trafalgar.45

Thus begins the confusion with Trafalgar. The
next known report was over 30 years later, and
in the Proceedings of this Society in 1921 (but
written in 1909), where J. W. Fawcett noted the
obelisk and Davison’s career, and that ‘The
trees in Swarland park have been planted to
represent the ﬂeet at the Battle of the Nile’.46
The Nile is ﬁnally identiﬁed. As noted above,
Fawcett had access to Samuel Donkin’s annotated Directory, and Donkin may just possibly
have been a source of Fawcett’s information on
the Nile layout.
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The next details occur in newspaper reports
when Swarland Park was sold in the 1930s, and
the timber being cut down for sale and to
create the housing of the Swarland Settlement.
In May 1934 the Newcastle Journal reported:
Timber on the 400 acres estate had been sold,
and the axeman is even now busy among
“Nelson’s ships” . . . He [AD] planted on the ﬂat
grassland of the estate some small clumps of
trees representing the disposition of the ships at
the Battle of Trafalgar. They lie between the
Great North Road and the Hall . . . Woodmen
are at this moment engaged on the wide grass
part cutting down the plantations that represented the battleships in nelson’s order of battle
at Trafalgar. “They are cutting down the ships,”
observed a native mournfully yesterday.47

Further notes occur in the Newcastle Journal
early in 1944. An entry on 26 January about
the golden wedding of a Mr H. G. Lloyd, of
White Cross, Hexham, noted that he ‘is a
grandson of a former head gardener at Swarland Hall, Felton, who planted in the park,
near the Hall, clumps of trees and shrubs
depicting the battle formation of the ships at
the Battle of Trafalgar.’48 This stimulated a
letter on 5 February from a Mrs Q. L. F.
Blennerhasset West of All Saints Rectory,
Southampton,
I am a descendant of the Davidson [sic] family
and my grandfather lived at Swarland Hall in
his childhood . . . I have always heard that
Nelson himself directed the planting of the
trees in the formation which his ships took in
the Battle of the Nile. He stayed frequently at
Swarland. The trees were still in groups when
last I visited the empty Hall, a few years before
the War.
It would be interesting to know if the Nelson
Society is aware of this fact, and if it could
verify their position by any existing charts of
the disposition of Nelson’s ships in this battle.
It would be a great pity if these trees were cut
down because of ignorance of their historical
value.49

This (correctly) identiﬁes the Nile against
Trafalgar, but adds the erroneous claim,
repeated in other reports, that Nelson visited
Swarland and directed the planting. What
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these reports show is a tradition that the treeclumps in the Park were laid out to follow the
formation at either the Nile or Trafalgar, and
that this tradition was transmitted through
family members, gardening staff and local
inhabitants. They are suggestive, but not, of
course, conclusive and certainly reveal nothing
of the actual layout. For more deﬁnitive evidence one must turn to maps of the Park and
the ﬁeld evidence.
There are inherent problems in representing
a dynamic naval action in the static layout of a
park: which moment of the action is chosen to
be frozen for all time? Which reports and plans
of the battle were used? What adaptations to
local topography were made in the actual
planting? To examine whether Swarland Park
was modelled on the Nile battle one needs a
plan of the battle itself.
The battle actually took place in Aboukir Bay,
east of Alexandria and west of the Rosetta
mouth of the river Nile.50 Aboukir Bay is a
semi-circular indentation, some 16 miles
across, protected on its west by Aboukir Point
and Aboukir Island (often referred to, and represented on early maps, by its French form,
Bequier Island) and its shoals. The French
admiral, Brueys, anchored his main ﬂeet of 13
ships in the lee of this protective chain, anchoring them in line of battle, slightly bowed to
seawards, 160 yards apart. Brueys thought his
van well guarded by the shallow water, and
placed his best ships towards the rear. In late
afternoon of 1 August 1798, Nelson, with 14
ships, chose his attack, with the north-west
breeze to his advantage as he rounded Aboukir
island. The lead French ship, Guerrier, was
anchored several hundred metres from the
shoals and Nelson’s lead ships managed to
navigate through and so get inshore of the
French. Five ships (Goliath, Zealous, Orion,
Theseus and Audacious) thus got to port of the
French line. Nelson, in Vanguard, anchored to
starboard. Minotaur, Defence, Bellerophon and
Majestic then curved into the French centre.
Further behind were Leander and Culloden,
which had a prize-ship in tow, and Alexander
and Swiftsure were away reconnoitring Alexandria. Culloden went aground on the shoal
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Fig. 4 Sketch Plan of Aboukir Bay and the Battle of the Nile action, based on several plans and accounts of
the action. Nelson’s ships are identiﬁed as follows: A (Goliath), B(Zealous), C (Orion), D (Audacious),
E (Theseus), F (Vanguard), G (Minotaur), H (Bellerophon), I (Defence), J (Majestic), K (Alexander),
L (Swiftsure), M (Leander), N (Culloden). This portrays the state at about 6.00 p.m. on 1 August 1798.

and stuck. Leander joined the action, cutting
the French line ahead of the Franklin, as
Swiftsure and Alexander came into the fray.
The sketch-map (ﬁg. 4) is based on the plan
published in Clarke and McArthur’s 1809 Life
of Admiral Lord Nelson, a plan itself based on
one drawn by Captain Miller of Theseus, and
represents this stage in the battle.51 By midnight, all the British ships (except Culloden)
were close to the French line, and the destruction was terriﬁc. The victory over the French
was total, and Brueys killed. How does the
design of Swarland Park relate to this battle
plan? Although Davison left no design-note,
there is written evidence from Alexander’s
lifetime of his general activities in the Park.
Mackenzie, writing in 1811 does note that:
Alexander Davison, Esquire [who] in 1800,
greatly added to the appearance of the house
and gardens by planting and other improvements.52

However, Mackenzie provided no further
detail. The spatial arrangement of the BattlePark was, of course, a nice conceit that could
properly only be seen from one of the newfangled hot air balloons or on the map, rather
than in the landscape itself, and Davison did
indeed have such a large-scale map of the
estate drawn for him. The map, drawn by John
Bell in 1807, is now in the Northumberland
Record Ofﬁce.53 As will be seen, it does show
important features, but how can one know the
general layout of the Park was Davison’s
design and not that of his predecessor Grieve?
The only earlier large-scale map is that by
Armstrong in 1769.54 This appears to show the
grounds of Swarland Hall fronted by a route
or track running south-east, north of East
House, to meet the Great North Road near Old
Felton. If Armstrong’s detail is correct (and
this cannot always be relied on), this ran across
the later park. Conclusive evidence, however, is
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provided by the old boundary line between the
townships of Swarland and Old Felton, which
ran up the Back Burn from Felton and which
still forms the boundary between the modern
Felton civil parish and Swarland with Newtonon-the-moor civil parish. Part of Old Felton
was thus west of the Great North Road, and
this did not form part of the Grieve’s Swarland
estate. Alexander Davison purchased this land
in 1798 from Robert Lisle of Old Felton and
added it to his Swarland estate.55 The boundary in question runs up the Back Burn and
through the length of what was later the ‘kiteshaped plantation’ before turning northeastwards in a right-angle at grid-point NU
167 028, across the part of the Park as represented on the 1807 map (see the boundary line
marked on ﬁg. 5), and the new land is clearly
incorporated as an essential part of the park
layout. The 1807 map thus represents Davison’s remodelling of the grounds.
The design and plantings shown on the 1807
map are indeed set out to represent the Battle
of the Nile, but, with just this one map in view,
one might remain sceptical. What the map
does show is the broad apron of the present
Park, running south-eastwards in front of the
Hall, with the curved lines of woodland near
the Hall similar to later maps, together with the
carriage drive circling round the eastern side of
the Park, and a curved track across the Park. It
is the 1897 25-inch OS map that is the key to
the layout, providing the necessary evidence
(ﬁg. 5). Rackham has asserted that ‘[These]
beautiful maps . . . which attempt to record
every hedgerow tree and the details of every
building, are the zenith of rural mapmaking in
Britain and perhaps in the world.’56 Vaggs’
1994 Report provides the vital detection: the
curved track represents the line of the French
ﬂeet, and the 1897 map shows ﬁve tree-clumps
to the west (‘inshore’) of this line and nine to
the east (‘offshore’).57 The 14 clumps represent
the British ﬂeet in Aboukir Bay. The 1897 map
shows the majority of the clumps as enclosed
(presumably with wooden or metal fencing),
though by that date three were reduced to
dashed lines. The clumps were in fact group of
trees surrounded by a perimeter ridge or bank,
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on which any fencing would be placed, and the
survival of the ‘ship’ was thus not dependent
on any individual trees. It also shows two
larger wooded blocks to the west and a kiteshaped plantation to the east, and it has been
argued that these represent the shoals of inner
Aboukir Bay and Aboukir Island (Bequier
Island) respectively. The 1807 Plan is disappointing in that it does not show the 14 clumps
– only seven are visible – but it does show the
overall layout of the Park to mimic Aboukir
Bay. The layout, facing east towards the North
Sea, is that of Aboukir Bay turned through 90
degrees. The woodland on the western edge
was shaped to represent the curves of the
Egyptian coast, and the Park in front is the
bay, with a carriage-drive around the eastern
perimeter representing the ‘seaward-edge’.
Between the carriage-drive and the parkland
was a deep ditch, largely planted with gorse. It
is impossible to say how much remodelling was
needed to achieve this, but considerable work
must have been needed to raise the carriagedrive above the adjacent farmland. It may be
that the plantings were still under way in 1807,
or that many were not yet developed sufﬁciently to represent (though the Plan does show
many individual trees on the estate).
The joint evidence of the 1807 and 1897
maps does indeed suggest we have closed in on
the Nile layout. The question now is how the
actual clumps relate to plans of the battle? As
noted earlier, there are inherent difﬁculties in
such a ﬁxed representation, and there are also
practical issues: there is the topography of the
Park to be worked with, and the transmission
of instructions to the woodsmen. The
Swarland–Old Felton boundary also probably
inﬂuenced the layout: the boundary forms a
right-angle in the north-east of the Park, and
one clump (number 7) lies on the line, as does
the kite-shaped plantation (‘Aboukir Island’),
which is too far into the ‘bay’ to be in the
correct location. Both may have been preexisting features. But a key adaptation – and
one that spoils exact identiﬁcations – is probably an aesthetic one: if, as on most plans of
the battle, you project the ships to the climax of
the action, then the British ships are all close to
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Fig. 5 Plan of Swarland ‘Battle-Park’, based on the 1897 map, with present author’s tentative
identiﬁcations of the clumps. 1 (Zealous), 2 (Audacious), 3 (Goliath), 4 (Theseus), 5 (Orion),
6 (Vanguard), 7 (Alexander), 8 (Culloden), 9 (Swiftsure), 10 (Majestic), 11 (Defence),
12 (Leander), 13 (Bellerophon) and 14 (Minotaur).
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Fig. 6 Air photograph of Swarland Park, taken by the RAF, 8 November 1958. The four surviving clumps are
visible, as are earthworks of a number of others. Later developments have destroyed some of the earthworks on
the west side of the C390, Park Road. Reproduced by permission of English Heritage.
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and engaged with the French line, and the rest
of the Park (the seaward Bay) is almost empty.
The suggestion here is that the ﬁve-nine split
was adhered to, but that the detailed positions
were then adapted to an attractive layout
across the whole Park. This does not mean that
none of the clumps can be ‘named’ but it does
make some much more speculative than others.
The ﬁve clumps west of the road can be
deﬁnitively identiﬁed as Zealous (1), Audacious
(2), Goliath (3), Theseus (4) and Orion (5), as
Vaggs has noted. Vaggs also identiﬁes the
clump (8) on the kite-shaped plantation as
Culloden, aground on Aboukir Island (but in
fact at the ‘wrong’ end of the plantation), and
the clump (12) close to the French line as
Leander. Some further identiﬁcation may be
made. Clump (6) is surely Nelson’s own
Vanguard, and, using the sketch-plan of the
battle and taking the adaptations into account,
one can attempt the namings on ﬁg. 5. Several
clumps are further from the French line that
they ‘should’ be, and the two outer clumps can
perhaps be equated with the Swiftsure and
Alexander, still to join the action.
THE LEGACY
After Alexander Davison’s death, his Swarland
estate passed to his twin sons Percy and
William. Both had successful military careers,
Percy becoming a major-general and living
principally at Stanley Hall in Shropshire until
his death in 1849. William, who gained a
knighthood after serving the Duke of Cambridge when viceroy of Hanover, lived at
Swarland when in England, and died in 1869.
His sister Dorothy married Samuel Cook (later
Widdrington) of the neighbouring estate of
Newton Hall. Sir William had two families.
The ﬁrst, with Wilhelma in Germany in what
may have been somewhat irregular marriage,
produced a son, Algernon (1817–1879), who
became a forest ofﬁcial. William supported the
family (who took his name, and from whom
the American Davison branch is descended)58
and they inherited some family mementoes,
but it was his marriage in 1828 Rosalie Deltleff

in Hanover that led to his daughter, also called
Rosalie, inheriting the Swarland estate and
family possessions. On William’s death, some
of the Nelson mementoes (including the
Copenhagen cannon) went to Greenwich, but
most went to Rosalie’s home in Bavaria,
Schloss Schönau, and remained in the Riederer
family there until the 2002 Sotheby’s sale.
Swarland estate was sold in 1873 to J. G.
Riddell of Felton Park, who then retained
much of the agricultural land and sold on the
Hall and 484 acres of grounds to Hugh
Andrew, a local colliery owner.59 It later passed
to Sir James Woods, a Newcastle banker, but
he became resident in London in 1919, and the
house then stood empty. In 1922 it was sold to
Whittle and Longframlington Colliery (subsequently part of the South Shilbottle Colliery
group)60 and the Newcastle Journal article of
1934 noted that
the Hall was purchased to provide hostel
accommodation for some 30 miners [at the
South Shilbottle group]. The place was so
abused by them – they even kept pigeons inside
the hall – that they were turned out ... The
outbuildings and servants’ quarters have been
divided in recent years into 33 miners’ dwellings.

In 1934, parts of the woodland were sold off,
and the Fountains Abbey Settlers Society Ltd,
a charitable trust founded by Commander
Clare Vyner for the resettlement of unemployed tradesmen from Tyneside, built 74 dwellings, 54 of them smallholdings of one-and-ahalf acres.61 17 of these were on the west side of
the Park, and others on land north of the Park
(including the appropriate Nelson Drive).62 In
the ‘new village’ of Swarland – actually the
Home Farm and cottages of Davison’s estate –
several community buildings were also constructed. As Pevsner’s Northumberland notes
‘one historic landscape is superimposed upon
another’,63 this is now a historic landscape in
its own right, laid on top of part of Davison’s
Battle-Park. The Hall itself was in ruinous
condition in 1934:
The once-ﬁne gardens are forbidding to the eye
with half-wrecked conservatories and fruit trees
in blossom bringing into memory the tradition
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of other days, when head gardener and staffs
were fully employed there. Broken panes in the
windows of the Hall, the creeping of ivy
between the sashes, and even the nesting of
birds between frames and shutters may be
noticed.

Yet parts of the Hall survived a few more
years, until ﬁnal demolition in 1947.
The Copenhagen cannon and all the other
Nelson memorabilia had left Swarland in 1873,
but the obelisk and the Battle-Park remained.
However, both suffered as the decades progressed. Already in the 1897 map, three shipclumps appear unfenced and vulnerable, and
the Swarland Settlement took away all ﬁve on
the western side. By the 1970s only four clumps
remained. The opening of the new A1 road
north of Felton (started before 1939, but
opened in the early 1950s) meant the obelisk
was no longer seen by travellers, only by those
taking the turning to Swarland itself, and it
became overgrown and neglected. Only in
winter was the obelisk readily visible, and
access to it became increasingly difﬁcult. Davison’s monument and landscape were disappearing into oblivion, and it is only recent
conservation and research (led locally, in both
cases, by Vaggs) that has stopped this. The
obelisk is in process of restoration, and there
were some plans to restore the park.64 The four
remaining clumps can be identiﬁed as Vanguard and Leander, and, more speculatively,
Swiftsure and Alexander, but both air photographs and the parkland itself show surviving
evidence of several more, in the form of
perimeter ridges and sometimes tree-stumps, as
Vaggs has recorded.65 Fig. 6 is an air photograph taken in 1958, and shows just how much
of the original layout can still be seen: the line
of the carriage-drive, parts rather impenetrable
because of the spread of gorse, is still in place,
as is the woodland line of ‘Aboukir Bay’
behind the house and small-holdings, and most
of the clump sites, even those on the western
side, may still be discerned. Even if some of the
detail is speculative and open to dispute, the
trees and layout of Davison’s Battle-Park are a
remarkable survival. Both the Nile parkland
and the Nelson obelisk deserve some remem-
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brance, together with the memory of the
colourful Alexander Davison himself, not
entirely forgotten as the cars accelerate on the
dual carriageway nearby.
Finally, there is the tale of a second
obelisk.66 This one is not becoming increasingly invisible: it stands high on the open hill
top at Lanton (at NT 919 315), to be seen from
all around the Glen valley, and some visitors
think it a monument to Flodden. It is a Davison family memorial, and was probably erected
by Alexander in memory of his elder brother
John. John had stayed farming at Lanton, and
died unmarried in 1827, leaving Lanton to
Alexander’s second son William and money to
the other children. The obelisk is built of the
red igneous stone of the north Cheviots, with
ashlar quoins, and is inscribed ‘JOHN
DAVISON 1827’ on entablature on the south
face. There is also a very worn ‘ALEXANDER
DAVISON 1795’ in a string course. This was
the year he purchased Swarland, but why mark
it here? Perhaps this stone was originally part
of a planned structure at Swarland, and used
here later. After Alexander’s death, his son
William added a plaque to the Lanton obelisk,
to the memory of his father. The obelisk is
highly visible from the Davison mausoleum in
Kirknewton churchyard,67 and it is somehow
ﬁtting that Alexander, with his enthusiasm for
celebratory obelisks, should have his own in
the Northumberland landscape.
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